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Dear Kids, dear Parents,

What do a dog’s tail wags really mean? Perhaps 
the most common misinterpretation of dogs is the 
myth that a dog wagging its tail is always happy and 
friendly. While some wags are indeed associated with 
happiness, others can mean fear, insecurity, a social 
challenge or even a warning that if you approach, you 
are apt to be bitten.

Like any other language, tail wags have a vocabulary 
and grammar that need to be understood. We will tell 
you more about it in this issue.

It is always good to understand your friend!

Your PAKO Team!
(in collaboration with Namibia Animal Awareness, the 
SPCA and Border Collie Rescue Namibia).

13

18
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Well, the AfriCat team has had 
the most exciting job to care for 
Penta, our super mom and her 5 
young cubs.  They have watched 
her settle down, interacting with 
her little ones and just being 

a proud mom.  The AfriCat team put out mobile 
cameras to observe her for 24 hours, without any 
human interference.  We are making sure that she 
stays wild and keeps her natural fear of man.  When 
a team like AfriCat have to deal with a beautiful 
predator such as Penta, we must be very careful not 
to allow our human feelings to interfere with what is 
best for her and her family. It is very easy to want to 

keep them safe from harm’s way and have them 
stay in captivity for life.  But, that is not how 
nature wants it to be. What is most important for 
all animals is to eat, to breed and to be free.  A 
life in a safe park may ensure her lots of food 
but that is where it all ends.  She will not be able 
to have any more cubs and she and her cubs 
will not have the space that they are used to.  A 
cheetah’s territory (their home range) is about 200 
000ha... WOW that is a lot!  Only 10 of her territories 
will fit into the Etosha National Park!  Go grab a map 
of Namibia and look at the Etosha National Park and 
that will give you an idea of how much space they 
need.  That amount of space is becoming less and 

less available for cheetahs like Penta and her 
cubs, without interfering with farmers’ livestock 
such as calves, sheep and goats.   

There has been a delay with the collar that we 
have ordered for Penta and it should be here 
any day now.   

Who knows, Penta and cubs may not remain 
with us but we are looking for another exciting 
home that will give her all the space in the 
world!

You will have to wait till next time....!
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DID YOU KNOW.....
• The cheetah is the fastest land animal in the 

world. They can reach a speed of around 113 km 
per hour.  Now that is fast!

• Cheetahs are extremely fast but they get tired 
very quickly and can only run so fast for a few 
minutes.  So they only have a short time to catch 
their food.  Imagine you running the 100m, you 
get very tired running so fast, don’t you?

• Cheetahs are smaller than other members of the 
big cat family, weighing only 45 – 60 kilograms.

• One way to always recognise a cheetah is by 
the long, black lines which run from the inside of 
each eye to the mouth. These are usually called 
“tear marks”.

• Cheetahs are the only big cat that cannot roar. 
They can purr though and usually purr most 
loudly when they are grooming or sitting near 
other cheetahs.

• While lions and leopards usually do their hunting 
at night, cheetahs hunt for food during the day.

• Cheetahs cannot climb trees and have poor night 
vision.
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Who We are

1. Outfit Namibia is an outdoor health and fitness 
brand for adults and kids;

2. We specialise in Kids Adventure Camps, Kids 
Classes, Outdoor Fitness Training, Cycling and 
Hiking Trails;

3. We’re based in Windhoek and at Heja Game 
Lodge;

4. Founded by Rowan Carstens and Dunja Berger.

What We Believe in

Kids seldom connect to nature anymore, let alone 
spend time on developing their skills to cope with 
life’s challenges. Smartphones, constant Internet 
access and the media make it impossible for kids to 

switch off, reflect on 
what’s important and 
spend time outdoors. 
Outfit Namibia stands 
for outdoor fitness 
and as a health and 
fitness brand, we 
feel that a healthy 
lifestyle is all about 
going back to basics, 
spending time in 
nature and becoming 
strong and fit!

outfit Kids

Outfit Kids is a division of Outfit Namibia where 
we spend time, love and energy on kids! Rowan, 

a self-proclaimed kid himself, loves coaching kids 
by developing their self-esteem, life skills and 
training their body, mind and spirit! We make sure 
kids connect to themselves through introspection, 
self-actualisation and by immersing them in nature. 
Outfit Kids caters for kids 6 years and older – males 
and females who don’t mind bearing their souls, 
getting active and (sometimes) a little dirty!

outfit Kids - What We do

1. Kids Adventure Camps: We reconnect kids with 
nature, teach life skills, self-esteem and respect 
in a fun filled adventure camp in the outdoors!

2. Kids Health and Fitness Classes: We offer 
training specially formulated around kids, with a 
lot of the training revolving around self-defence 
techniques, karate, functional training and 
yoga techniques. Rowan, head trainer, has a 
great love for martial arts and the outdoors and 
incorporates this love in his training. Health tips 
are part and parcel of what we do!

3. Cycling and Hiking Trails: We’re currently 
building some cycling and hiking trails at Heja 
Game Lodge. Family friendly and advanced 
trails will be available soon!

stay ConneCted

We’d love to hear from you! Check us out on social 
media or contact us direct @:

Facebook: Outfit Namibia
Twitter: OutfitNamibia
Mobile: 085 555 3616 or 085 627 9733
Email: outfitnamibia@gmail.com
Web: www.outfitnamibia.com
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          You know how it is – a thunderstorm is 
approaching, and suddenly you hear an absolutely 
deafening clap of thunder. Wow, that sounded close! At 
times it can even be frightening! But how close is the 
lightning, really? It is difficult to determine the distance of 
a lightning bolt just by looking at it, and the volume of the 
thunder isn’t a good way to tell either.

Watch the sky for a flash of lightning then count the number of 
seconds until you hear thunder. Multiply the number of seconds by 
340 (sounds travels 340 meter per second while light travels much 
faster than sound, that’s why we see the lightning before we hear the 
sound). Take your sum and divide it by 1000. Why? The number of 
seconds multiplied by 340 gives us the distance in meters.
Example: You see a lightning. It takes 5 seconds until you hear the 
thunder: 5 x 340 = 1700.
Divide 1700 by 1000 = the thunderstorm is 1.7 km away!

All thunderstorms produce lightning and 
are dangerous.

1. If you hear the sound of thunder, 
go to a safe place immediately.
2. The best place to go is a sturdy building or a 
car. Get away from trees, telephone poles. Avoid sheds 
and picnic areas.
3. If there is no shelter around you, stay away from 
trees. Remove all metal objects from your person and 

crouch into a ball, hands protecting your head. Don’t lie flat on the 
ground. You must become the smallest target possible. Stay out of 
water. Avoid swimming pools and lakes. Water is a great conductor 
of electricity. 

4. Avoid water. It’s a great conductor of electricity, so do not take 
a shower, wash your hands, wash dishes or do laundry.

5. Do not use a corded telephone. Lighting may strike exterior phone lines.
6. Do not use electric equipment like computers and appliances during a storm. Practise thunderstorm 

safety by unplugging all electronics and appliances, including land line phones. This not only lessons 
the likelihood of a lightning strike, but also protects your belongings from the power surge should the 
power go off and back on.

7. Stay away from windows and doors, and stay off porches.

How to calculate 

the distance of 

l ightning
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Find the answers on page 18

Can you tell PAKO which numbers are missing?

M_SSING NUMBERS
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Photograph is credi ted and copyr ighted to Afr iCat Foundat ion
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Find the answers on page 18

PAKO needs your help to fill in the missing numbers, but you have to focus
on the ones in the yellow blocks
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Dr Mickey – 
Kennel Cough

If your dog is hacking away or 
constantly making noises that 
make it sound like he’s choking on 
something, he may have a case of 
kennel cough.

What is Kennel Cough?

Just as human colds may be 
caused by many different viruses, 
kennel cough itself can have 
multiple causes.

Dogs ‘catch’ kennel cough when 
they inhale bacteria or virus 
particles into their respiratory 
tract.

Factors that can make 
dogs prone to kennel 
cough infection:

1. Exposure to crowded and/

or poorly ventilated conditions, 
such as are found in many 
kennels and shelters

2. Cold temperatures
3. Exposure to dust and/or 

cigarette smoke
4. Travel-induced stress

If you think your dog might have 
the condition, you should keep 
him away from other animals and 
contact your veterinarian.

Young puppies can suffer the most 
severe complications that can result 

from this disease, since they have 
an underdeveloped immune system 
that is still strengthening. Also at 
increased risk are older dogs, 
which have decreased immune 
capabilities, and pregnant bitches, 
which also have lowered immunity 
to infections.

Symptoms

Dry hacking cough / cough may 
sound like honking / retching / 
watery nasal discharge / sneezing, 
eye discharge / fever.
In mild cases, dogs would likely be 
active and eating normally.

Treatment

Most of the time an anti-
inflammatory agent will be given 
to your dog in order to reduce the 
severity and frequency of coughing 
episodes and to make the dog more 
comfortable. Antibiotics will be used 
if your dog is not eating, is running 
a fever and is showing signs of 
severe respiratory troubles.

Vaccination helps considerably 
to prevent severe forms of the 
disease. 
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                          Dog communication refers to 
            movements and sounds dogs use to send 
         signals to other dogs, other animals and to 
       humans.

Dogs use certain movements of their bodies and 
body parts and different vocalisations to express their 
emotions. There are a number of basic ways a dog 
can communicate its feelings. These are movements 
of the ears, eyes, eyebrows, mouth, nose, head, tail 
and entire body, as well as barks, growls, whines and 
whimpers and howls.

In this issue we will tell you more about dogs 
communicating with their tails. Movement is a very 
important aspect of the signal. Dogs’ eyes are much 
more sensitive to movement than they are to details or 
colours, so a moving tail is very visible to other dogs.

Rapid Tail Wags:
These are the classic signs of excitement and 
happiness in dogs. Dogs wagging their tails quickly, 
widely, or even in a circle, are happy about something.

Tail tucked, curled, or 
hanging unusually low:
This is the classic sign of a dog that is feeling 
submissive, fearful, or who is in pain. Be careful of 
strange dogs with tucked tails. Fear can quickly turn 
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animals 
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Two dogs meeting each other for the first time. The 
Ridgeback (brown dog) has its tail up, which indicates 
a self-confident, dominant animal in the presence of 
another dog.
The Dalmatian (black and white dog) has its tail down: 
uncertainty between threat and defence.

If you want to become really good friends with your 
dog, it is essential that you get to know its facial 
expressions and body language.

Perhaps the most common misinterpretation of dogs 
is the myth that a dog wagging its tail is happy and 
friendly. While some wags are indeed associated with 
happiness, others can mean fear, insecurity, a social 
challenge or even a warning that if you approach, you 
are apt to be bitten.

In some ways, tail wagging serves the same 
communication functions as a human smile, a polite 
greeting or a nod of recognition. Smiles are social 
signals and are thus reserved mostly for situations 
where somebody is around to see them. For dogs, the 
wag seems to have the same properties.

Since tail wagging is meant as signal a dog will only 
wag its tail when other living beings are around (a 
person, another dog, a cat, a horse). When the dog is 
by itself, it will not give its typical tail wags, in the same 
way people do not talk to walls.
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into aggression with dogs, and a dog with a tucked tail 
is a dog that is not happy with the people or animals 
around him. If it’s your dog with the tucked tail, look 
closely to see if she’s hurt or if something is happening 
to cause her pain.

Slow, short wags:
These re generally signs of uncertainty. You might see 
your dog do this when you’re teaching her a new trick 
or talking to her. She is confused, but interested.
The dog is questioning things around the environment 
it is in.

Wagging just the tip of 
the tail:
A dog that is wagging just the tip of her tail is a dog to 
be wary of. If it’s an unfamiliar dog, she may be afraid 
of you and indicating to you that she is willing to defend 
herself if necessary. If it’s your dog doing this, she may 
be going into predatory mode and either about to chase 
something or about to start a fight. Two dogs interacting 
that engage in this sort of tail wagging are not friends. 
They are uncomfortable with one another and may 
be about to fight. This sort of tail wagging is easy to 
miss because the tail is often held low to the ground, 
so watch your dog carefully for this sort of aggressive 
signal.

If your dog’s tail is docked to a short stub it is going 
to greatly reduce your ability and that of other dogs to 
spot the signal and deduce what your dog is feeling at 
the moment.

Statistics have shown that dogs with docked tails are 
more involved in aggressive incidents with other dogs 
than dogs with a long tail, as they can not communicate 
clearly. Dogs with docked tails are often misunderstood 
by other dogs.

Tails are very important for dogs. If a dog has a tail it 
means that it has a function. 
Aside from dog communication purposes, a dog’s tail 
is also important for maintaining balance while running, 
turning quickly or while walking on narrow surfaces. 
So a dog with a docked tail likely has those functions 
compromised. Tails also play an important role during 
swimming.
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People and animals often 
enjoy loving relationships with 
each other. When people adopt 
domesticated animals into 
their families as pets, animals 
give humans the blessings 
of companionship and fun in 
return.

Animals 
help us in 
many ways 
and we 
want to tell 
you more 
about it!

Search and 
rescue dogs:

Search dogs are 
trained to find 
missing people by 
various means such 
as air scenting, trailing and tracking. These are very 
efficient methods of searching large areas quickly and 
do not always require items of clothing or effects of the 
missing person.

Dogs work equally well in the dark and use their 
senses of smell and hearing to their fullest under these 
conditions. It is calculated that a dog is equivalent to 
about 20 searchers in good conditions and many more 
in poor conditions. In ideal conditions a dog can pick up 
a human scent from about 500 metres.

Search dogs are employed in a wide range of incidents 
from missing people or animals, lost walkers and 

climbers, those suffering from Alzheimer's or Dementia 
to missing children and possible victims of crime – and 
more.

Air-scenting

Air-scent dogs pick up the smell of humans particles in 
the air and track them by moving in the direction where 

the scent is the strongest. 

Air-scenting dogs typically 
work off-lead, are non-
scent-discriminating (e.g. 
locate scent from any 
human as opposed to a 
specific person) and cover 
large areas of terrain. 

These dogs are trained to 
follow diffused or wind-
borne scent back to its 
source, then to indicate 
their find (for example, 
by sitting with the lost 
party and barking until 
the handler arrives, or by 
returning to the handler 

and indicating contact with the subject, and then lead 
the handler back to the subject).

Air-scenting dogs are 
valuable for searches in 
collapsed structures, for 
locating the bodies of 
drowning victims, and for 
other searches in which a 
person is not tracked from 
one point to another.

Tracking

Tracking dogs will typically 
work on lead and will 

Animals helping people
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mostly have their nose to the track following ground 
disturbance. These dogs are often called upon to 
provide immediate support when a target has only 
recently disappeared. 

A good tracking dog will be able to work through 
different terrains as well as successfully manoeuvre 
turns and ‘double backs’ that a subject might take.

Trailing

A trailing dog is scent-specific, can also have his/her 
head up using some of the air scent techniques to 
find the subject. Trailing dogs pick up the scent of skin 
cells and other particulates that fall to the ground as a 
person moves or is moved. Trailing dogs will work on 

and off lead, and they will 
venture off the actual path 
that a subject took should a 
scent pool be discovered. 
This is not being considered 
an error by the dog, as they 
are following a specific scent 
and working through all 

Animals helping people

other human scents to get to the source. 

A human has about 5 million scent glands, compared 
to a dog which has anywhere from 125 million to 300 
million (depending on the breed). Ever wondered why 
your dog’s nose is wet? The mucus on a dog’s nose 
actually helps it smell by capturing scent particles. 
When a dog’s nose is dry they may lick it to aid them in 
scent. 

Dogs have a great sense of hearing. In fact, it is their 
second most developed sense (next to smell). Dogs 
can hear much sharper than humans. Not only can 
they detect sounds that are much too faint for humans, 
but they also can hear sounds pitched at frequencies 
above or below a human’s range.

Actually all dogs are capable of tracking and trailing, 
however the larger, sport, hound, working and herding 
breeds tend to be used more often simply for their 
adaptability in various terrain.

A dog cannot do its job as a rescue/search dog unless 
it has been trained!

BRH Rettungshundestaffel Niederlausitz
Photos taken by: Nadine Schulze
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Chameleons: learn more 
about these fascinat ing 

animals in our next 
issue.
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The winner of 
the First  Nat ional 
Bank Compet i t ion 
( Issue 9) is Indira 
Naobes from 
Walvis Bay.
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Visit www.fnbnamibia.com.na or call  (061)299 2222. Terms and conditions apply.

The FutureSave account is the ultimate savings transactional account for kids aged 0-12 
years. Teach your kids how to save money and be responsible by applying for an account today!
New card design only available in 2013.

“My toy sports 
car will be real 
one day”
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